
The MEDICUR®color is not a medical device according to the Medicinal Devices Act. It can only affect positively your ability to regulation and it does not serve to treat or cure diseases.
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In order to meet the legal requirements, we give the following reference: The magnetic field therapy is scientifically disputed and not recognized by the conventional medicine.

Simply good v ibrations Simply good v ibrations

  Substrate
       transfer

Technical Data:

Magnetic field      
frequencies: 120 combinations of different  
 frequencies

Physiological range: 40 cm / Ø 80 cm 
 (15.7 inches / Ø 31.5 inches)

Battery: 9 Volt block battery

Weight: 120 g (4.2 ounces)

Size: 11 x 7.6 x 2.5 cm 
 without ampule holder  
 (4.3 x 3 x 1 inches 
  without ampule holder)

Scope of delivery: Device with battery, ampule  
 holder, three glass ampules  
 (10 mm / 0.4 inches), Velcro®  
 strap, manual

Warranty: 2 years

Order number: 106

To see the current USD price and place your order 
please check our website and online shop: 
www.magnetotherapy.de

Colors and Magnetic field

By selecting the colors, you make the device generating a pulsating electromagnetic field at 
different frequencies. Use the MEDICUR®color to support regeneration and neurovegetative 
strength and to energize yourself.

In contrast to our other hand-held devices, the selection of the program/magnetic field 
frequency of the MEDICUR®color does not depend on an assessment of the situation (e.g. 
energizing when being tired, calming anxiety or helping sleeping problems), but purely through 
an intuitive selection of one or several colors, which operate in the form of different magnetic 
field frequencies. Each color generates a specific frequency. The combination of different colors 
gives the MEDICUR®color a bandwidth of 120 different frequencies that can be set.

Of course, you can check and verify your selection with a testing method (tensor, kinesiology, 
EAV, etc.), but it has proved to be efficiant to follow and trust your own intuition.

For usage you simply place the switched on device onto or next to the body, e.g. on the solar 
plexus or put it into your pocket - it is about as large as a package of tissues and has a physiological 
sphere of about 80 cm (31.5 inches) in diameter.

MEDICUR®color …

combines seven colors in the form of solar frequency spectra with a pulsating electromagnetic 
field. Each selection of a color generates a different frequency. The seven colors can be used 
individually or in combination (120 possible combinations).

has a positive effect on physical and psychological regulation and can be applied for psychosomatic 
and neurovegetative sensibilities. 

optimizes popular energetic treatment procedures such as chakra treatment, color therapy and 
acupuncture.

generates different frequencies, amongst them the main value of the  Schumann frequency 
spectrum of 7.8 Hz (by selecting the color blue). It also always generates the Geomagnetic 
frequencies (Yin-Signal) and the Solar frequencies of the chosen color(s) (Yang-Signal) - regardless 
wich color you choose. You find more information about Schumann-, Geomagnetic and Solar 
frequencies inside this brochure.

can be used for substrate transfer with the help of the ampule holder, e.g. for transferring 
homeopathic remedies, Bach flowers etc. For this the magnetic field is used as a carrier wave.

The devices that are developed by Dr. W. Ludwig® 
are identified with the arrow symbol. This symbol 
stands for generating an electromagnetic biofield as in 
undisturbed nature. The frequency spectrum of the  
64 essential trace elements (Geomagnetic frequencies) is 
generated by a worldwide unique process. 

Buy the MEDICUR®color without any risk!

After purchasing you can return the device within  
90 days with a money-back guarantee. You will see this 
also on your invoice. If you return the device in perfect 
condition within the 90 days, we will give you a full 
refund (less shipping costs).

AMS GmbH
Advanced Medical Systems
Hauptstr. 26    D-97990 Weikersheim
GERMANY
Tel.  +49 (0)79 34 / 99 34 89-0
info@ams-ag.de    www.magnetotherapy.de

  Supports the body‘s        
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Use for:

 -  ability of regulation

 -  neurovegetative 
                     strength

-  energizitation

-  energetic  procedures

   
  

   seven colors
and magnetic field 

   Schumann-
 Geomagnetic and
Solar frequencies 

  No.     Color    Frequency        Examples of use

1    Brown  33 Hz gives vitality and strength

2       Red  19 Hz stimulating, energizing

3   Orange  17 Hz gives warmth, balancing

4    Yellow  12.5 Hz sunlight, supports drainage, cleansing

5     Green  9.5 Hz supports regeneration

         principle value of the Schuman frequency,
6       Blue  7.8 Hz supports concentration, balancing, 
    energizing water 
    
        soothing, calming, feeling of security, 
    releasing of emotional blockades

              Nogier frequency, relaxing, helps  
    with sensibility to electric smog

      129 Hz support of the complete metabolism

6 + 7

1 to 6
   

1.2 Hz

3.3 Hz Violet7

Yellow +
Violet

all colors
White

MEDICUR®color

MEDICUR®color

by telephone: +49 (0) 7934 / 99 34 89 – 0
or in our online shop 
www.magnetotherapy.de

Please order. . .

Thank you
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